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year someone hung on the railings of, I should think No. 8,
a little higher up than the church, a black placard with the
white inscription: "With God all things are possible."
... At any rate I hope I shall never spend another
Christmas Day in New York City. It was a boon She offered
me! My recollections of New York Christmasses during
Prohibition are too dreadful. I am thinking of all the deaths
of friends that I have to attribute to them. And the lamen-
tably warped children. . . .
§
. . . The tiny negro child on the drab opposite platform
of the drab L dances a perpetual double-shuffle in between
adult feet in the drab slush of the snow. Her teeth, in an
unceasing, ecstatic half-smile, show white in the shape of
a segment of orange peel; the white rings of her corneas
surround pupils that gaze at the distant source of the drab
sunlight falling from behind us. She revolves on herself, her
shoulders continually shrugging themselves, her tiny jaws
continually ruminant.
. . - Is it yards of molasses candy that she sees? Or last
night's pictures? Or is it perhaps Douanier Rousseau's
jungle with the leopards prowling as they prowl on the
Royal standard of England, and the warm rain falling in
crystal rods.
... I suppose my Communist friend would want to
stand that picture up against a wall and riddle it with his
machine-gun. . . . Presumably a Douanier is not a mem-
ber of the Proletariat.
§
... I wish I had not seen that little negro girl. Or I wish
it had been in the sunshine on Toulon Rade that I had seen
her. Then she would have been African, and proud.
... It is disagreeable when going on a holiday to be
brought back to a disagreeable train of thought.
. . "General  Iquiqui,"  the  Eminent Technocrat  roars,
the only European general in Mexico, stood the Catholics

